EFFECTS OF CIVIL WAR

During Civil War Slavery Dies!
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EFFECTS OF CIVIL WAR

Disease: causes many deaths
Confederate: money worthless
Women: run businesses and farms
Slavery abolished
Deaths: and wounded over 600,000
What was the **turning point** of the **Civil War**?

**Union victory**

Stopped Lee’s invasion of the North
Gettysburg
African American captain in the Union navy.

Civil War hero

Became a US Congressman
Robert Smalls
Nurse during the Civil War

Created American Red Cross

Nicknamed “the angel of the battlefield”
Clara Barton
Who was the president of the Confederacy?
Jefferson Davis
WHO AM I?

Confederate general from VA

received my nickname during the First Battle of Manassas (Bull Run)
THOMAS "STONEWALL" JACKSON
WHO AM I?

- Leader of the Army of Northern VA
- Offered command of Union army by Lincoln, but did not want to fight against VA
- Opposed secession but did not think it should be forced
- Urged Southerners to accept defeat
WHO AM I?

I assassinated Lincoln in Ford’s Theatre
JOHN WILKES BOOTH
marked the end of the war
Lee surrenders to Grant
Last major event of the Civil War
Union victory
APPOMATTOX COURTHOUSE
WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE UNION IRONCLAD SHIP?
• Union victory
• Divided the South
• Made Grant famous
• Gave the Union control of the Mississippi
VICKSBURG
WHO AM I?

Union general

Accepted Lee’s surrender at Appomattox Courthouse
ULYSSES S. GRANT
True or False?
(regarding African Americans during the Civil War)

• served in the Confederate and Union armies.

• Were used by Confederacy as naval crew members

• Paid more than white soldiers

• Served in segregated units

• Were often appointed as officers
True or False? (regarding African Americans during the Civil War)

- True
  - Served in the Confederate and Union armies.
- True
  - Were used by Confederacy as naval crew members.
- True
  - Served in segregated units.
- False
  - Paid more than white soldiers.
- True
  - Were often appointed as officers.
• Was the FIRST “real” Battle of the Civil war?

• Confederate Victory

• Where Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson received his nickname
FIRST MANASSAS
(BULL RUN)
What did the Union do to the ports in the South?
They blockaded the ports in the South.